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PORTFOLIO



PRODUCTIONS



EARTHQUAKES IN LONDON
DESIGNER - ANGELA DAVIES  //  WESTERN STUDIO, BRISTOL OLD VIC



Floor - Microcement on plywood boards with golden crack



Painted Backcloth - an abstract cloud-like concrete wall



SNOW QUEEN
DESIGNER - BRONIA HOUSMAN  //  REDGRAVE THEATRE



Floor - Painted MDF boards depicting a frozen lake 





4 Canvas flats with stenciled lettering 



HER NAKED SKIN
DESIGNER - BENJAMIN THAPA  //  CIRCOMEDIA



Painted dance-mat creating a subtle scuffed prison floor Woodgrained platforms



2x textured windows 



THE LARAMIE PROJECT
DESIGNER - CARLY BROWNBRIDGE  //  WESTERN STUDIO, BRISTOL OLD VIC

TEXTURED FLOOR CLOTH & TEXTURED POLYCARVE STEP



PROJECT WORK



OLD MASTERS PROJECT
Study of ‘Maria de Medici’ by Bronzino





‘THE BOUQUET’ BY WŁADYSŁAW CZACHÓRSKI
SHOULDER LACE DETAIL



SPRAY PROJECT - ORANGE BOWL





PERSPECTIVE DRAWING



COCA-COLA SIGN



WOOD-GRAINING PROJECT





BEAUTY & THE BEAST // ROSE GARDEN
SAMPLE SECTION (1 x 1.4m) OF PANTOMIME BACKCLOTH DESIGNED BY ALEX MCPHERSON



Above: Backcloth design by Alex McPherson

Above: Process image



Pencil study of ‘Emily Sargent’ by John Singer Sargent



PERSONAL WORK

Pencil study of ‘Emily Sargent’ by John Singer Sargent



Hummingbird in flight, A3 oil painting on paper



Left: A-Level oil painting on paper, 48cmx36cm
Right: GCSE A4 oil painting on paper



Above left: A-Level A3 acrylic painting on canvas 
Below left: GCSE A4 oil painting on paper, still life in the ‘vanitas’ style. Right: GCSE A4 oil painting on paper, study 

of ‘Lady Agnew’ by John Singer Sargent



GCSE A1 oil painting on paper; final piece for theme ‘ordinary & extraordinary’



ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN - DEGREE WORK



Left: Axonometric drawing (hand-drawn in pencil) of the Reading Tower, a new concept of library where books can be freely donated 
and exchanged, making reading availiable to all and giving books a new lease of life. Above Centre: Model of the Reading Tower using 

balsa wood & greyboard. Below Centre: Model of my Town Hall proposal using greyboard and painted modelling clay to show the 
stone gabion walls on the front facade. Above Right: Model of my waterside library proposal, based in Cardiff city centre by the river 

Taff. Model made using greyboard, acotate, a wax base & painted cocktail sticks! Below Right: Scale wooden model of Cardiff city, 
constructed as a group, in which my waterside library proposal is placed. 



Left: Exploded Axonometric structural drawing of waterside library proposal, hand-drawn in pencil. Above Centre: Life at night: The 
library is like a beacon on the water, people gathering before or after spoken word performances and late night reading sessions. 
Below Centre: Interior perspective of the central atrium. There are ‘hanging’ study rooms which connect up to the study space on 

the level above, creating a relationship between the quiet study rooms and the noisy atrium below. Above Right: Front Elevation of 
the waterside library. Below Right: Section drawing of the library showing relationship between different spaces in the building. 

Drawings created on AutoCAD or hand-drawn, and rendered using hand painted textures in photoshop. 


